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Abstract: The problem of using unauthorized parts, components or products is widespread all around the world. These problems 
eventually cause a huge loss to the brands. To reduce such malpractices, brands are working on to find out a solution to 
overcome counterfeit. Counterfeit is basically a non-genuine or a non-brand product. The counterfeit device carries false 
information and can mislead us claiming about its good performance. The device infringes the intellectual property rights of the 
registered owner. We need to ensure that the equipment is manufactured and developed according to the requirements. 
Procurement team members need to establish and maintain robust obtainment processes to minimize the risk of buying non-
submissive and counterfeit devices parts and find out a solution that detects the counterfeit parts. RFID tags and readers, DNA 
and PUF technologies, Cryptography techniques, labeling barcodes can provide a solution to counterfeit product detection 
problem. This paper compares the parameters and performance criteria of some of the detection techniques. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
It is common for manufacturers and distributors, as well as suppliers, to sell replacement parts that may not be authorized, due to 
increasing competitive pressures that are often driven by cost. This is a common problem for businesses dealing in serviceable or 
replaceable parts and components. Therefore, a need exists to discourage customer acceptance of will-fit, reconditioned, and 
counterfeit product components and prevent or at least minimize against the impact of such activity. Around 8 percent of medical 
devices are counterfeit and only 20 per cent of the countries in the world have worked on to counter the spread for preventing the 
loss to business and its reputation.  
The application herein generally reflects to detection of serviceable product parts to prevent counterfeits. The various methods used 
in the industries for detection of fake products quotes all the brief technologies. Establishing and maintaining a robust procedure to 
deal with counterfeit is the solution for a brand.  
Various authors have proposed a solution related to the detection of unauthorized parts and various industries that have successfully 
implemented the solution for avoiding the counterfeit. In this paper we will be taking about various technologies and the two 
considered technologies RFID, DNA and PUF based authenticators. While selecting a technology before implementation few 
parameters are needed to be taken into consideration like, integration efforts, deploy ability and security where integration efforts 
means- design overhead(power/ cost/ area), effect on yield and real time, maturity of technique, design effort and cost of intellectual 
property.  
Deploy ability includes deployment and maintenance cost per user, cost of recycling, ease of use and testing., compatibility. 
Security includes resiliency to testing attacks, reverse engineering, probability of successful exploitation, ease of counterfeit 
detection and recovery of loss [10].  
A product detection system which compares data representing various authentication markers of items supposed to be produced or 
sourced by a distinguished entity with the data stored where the authentication markers (encrypted) may represent inherit physical 
characteristics of an item.  
The data can be captured by high resolution camera or scanner (RFID or BAR code scanners) and then communicated to 
unauthorized -product detection system [2]. There are various anti-counterfeiting techniques and since the supply chain and brands 
are affected and what kind of counterfeits happens, the counterfeit techniques are taken into consideration. So, there is a need for 
industries to focus on make a robust chain by adopting hardware security measures [10]. 
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II. TECHNOLOGIES 
A. RFID 
The RFID has two important parts tag and reader and can be integration and implementation process are as follows: 1) RFID is a 
platform to detect unauthorized product, this can be done by placing the RFID tag on necessary product part. 2) The reader is placed 
on the system within the given range. 3) The tag can set the access password where the people can’t read or modify the tags 
embedded information. 4) The reader on the other hand checks the tags and compares it with the data stored in database if there’s a 
match it allows the part to function fully and if not, the emergency operations are restricted. 5) On detection of non-genuine part, the 
information is displayed on local monitoring screen. Kun (2015) focuses on system counterfeit detection and traceability, where 
CST is composed of various on chip sensors and in-system structures that helps to detect counterfeit IC’s. This is possible by 
implementing RDIF tags. RFID tags with fingerprints based on their minimal power responses, measured at multiple frequencies, 
have been proposed to uniquely identify the objects to which they are attached [6]. 
Kwok (2018) states a self-visualization and self-valuation system by integrating the RFID technology and EPC concept to protect 
products from counterfeiting by the means of mobile platform. System using mobile devices with RFID technology and EPC 
standard, provides an effective and efficient approach to self-validated product and part authentication. Also, He stated the issues of 
standardization of RFID tag and reader and the implementation roadmap [11].  
 
B. PUF 
Another approach is PUF- based. The PUF- based authentication to detect counterfeit IC can provide a strong and robust challenge 
response-based authentication mechanism for detection of product parts. The part of the system is provided with a unique physical 
fingerprint and provides great security benefits against counterfeiting. Physically Unclonable Function technology provides us with 
unsurpassed protection against the security attacks and DNA is a technology which uses random variations in the device 
characteristics which naturally occurs during the fabrication of the MOSFET wafers, these variations generate unique cryptographic 
keys which helps you separate your brand device from a non-genuine one. The cryptography authentication       solution strengthens 
the security of the parts. These solutions provide strong security and authenticity to the brands.[7] Ujjwal (2014) tells about the 
major counterfeit challenges faced in the 21st century, where he stated various problem in counterfeit of IC’s and mentioned 
taxonomy of counterfeit types and quoted the detection methods which includes physical and electrical detection methods. He also 
mentioned the counterfeit avoidance methods of which generation chip ID through PUF. Extracting unique features and parameters 
from a circuit are few techniques to generate chip ID to help uniquely distinguish each chip or embedding a unique ID into the chip. 
For doing so the multiple methods are described [3]. Rainer (2016) proposed a method and a device for generating a key derived 
from a cryptographic key using the physically unclonable function. One request value is assigned to the cryptographic key and one 
to derivation parameter. A response value is generated on a circuit unit using the physically unclonable function dependent on 
respective request value. The derived key is derived from the response value [7]. Yingjie (2016) states a physically unclonable 
function for extracting chip-unique signatures from IC’s. For hardware security services these chips can be used for anti- 
counterfeiting, authenticity, signature generation, IC metering. Here he put various authentication PUF based methods and how the 
process of PUF based local authentication takes place [8].   
 
C. DNA 
Lawrence (2014) stated a method of marking an item, which provides naturally-derived as well as synthetic non-natural polymeric 
marker molecules such as a DNA or Peptide marker in union with rapid scan or optional visible reporters for authenticating or 
tracking, in which the method includes providing an item for marking, and applying a medium including a DNA marker to the item 
and also provides a  method of marking a part or a product with a DNA marker for authentication or tracking, wherein the technique 
consists of offering an object DNA marker, and molding the medium including the DNA marker to provide all or part of the item. 
The information is encoded uniquely to the item or to the model of the item as desired by using the DNA marker [4]. 
 
D. On- Device Signature 
A method, system, and computer usable program product for detecting a counterfeit device where he mainly focused on on-device 
signature for the plurality of device as the best suitable method for detection of a counterfeit device where a set of parameters are 
associated with the device are determined .The computer implemented method claims the on-device signature stored in the 
repository is compared to the computing signature of the product that enters the system. Detecting the part as the counterfeit part 
when compared to the computed signature not matching the on-device signature [1]. 
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E. QR code 
QR code an image-based authentication, based on trademark for a type of matrix barcode designed for automotive industries, it is a 
two-dimensional symbol. The code contains information in both x and y axis made up of four standardized kind of data.  Many 
industries want to protect their sensitive data from external world or hide from unauthorized users. So, this QR code system 
generated a unique code image as a password. Where the comparison of username will be done with other users, if the match is 
found the message is displayed on the screen. A password is put and QR code is generated using an algorithm. User enters username 
and brows QR code image, if there’s a match in the repository then the user is authorized.[9] 
David (2019) proposed an invention which provides an apparatus and methods for the labelling and production of objects in a 
manner which help to the prevent and detect counterfeiting. Where he claimed a self -authenticable object containing an imprinted 
message having derived through use of an asymmetric key cryptographic authentication algorithm comprises of information which 
selectively allows to change and deviate the state of the set of optically readable, non-deterministic characteristics [12]. 
 
F. Performance Criteria 
The comparative table contains data from various sources. 
 

Table 1: Comparative Table and the kind of analytics supported 
 

1) Real Time Analytics: This refers to the capability of analysing, processing and knowledgeable or intelligent information as soon 
as the prevalent data is available to the system. 

2) Predictive Analysis: This analysis is used to make advanced prediction about unidentified future events. This may include 
numerous techniques. 

3) Trust Analysis: This is used to find out how trustworthy the technology is based on levels and it gives belief that it keeps 
commitments and promises. 

4) Security Analysis: This analysis increases the level of protection and security of a product against counterfeit. 

III. SUMMARY 
This paper has presented multiple technologies which helps to detect or identify the unauthorized products and it’s tracing and 
tracking. Here in this paper an overview of counterfeit product detection with their usage in the industries in various fields is 
mentioned. Since counterfeit is products are increasing exponentially with the extraordinary amount of online and Gray market. The 
manufacturing and electronic device local service industries are unguarded to the counterfeiting attacks. Counterfeiting attacks of 
products starts from simple relabelling attack to vast reverse engineering to fabrication engagements. So, there is a strong 
requirement to mention the challenges of identification and detection of counterfeit products and designing suitable technology to 
improve accuracy in detection. The paper has presented overview of available electronic device / product security solutions to fight 
against counterfeit. A short comparative table of comparison of techniques in terms of real time, predictive, security and trust has 
been put forward. The technologies mentioned would assist a brand to adopt any of these security measures in safeguarding the 
products against counterfeiting.  The paper specifically focuses on RFID, PUF, DNA, on-device signature like technologies which 
are commonly used in the industries, the reason behind is they provide a very suitable, feasible and strong solution against 
counterfeiting.  

Technology                Supported Analytics  

 Real time Predictive Trust Security 

RFID Low Medium Medium High 

DNA, PUF Medium Medium Medium Medium 

QR code, Bar code High High High Low 

On- device signature High Medium Medium High 
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